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Installation Manual

Before installing the product, please read the Installation 
      Manual carefully and keep it for future reference.
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After installation the manual must be kept by the customer. 
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TBS01201*
TBS02201* 

Handle inclination

Adjusting connector
The adjusting connector
will fall off if pulled with force

Please insert the adjusting
connector firmly, and make
sure that the adjusting connector
is secure after insertion.

3.Adjustment during installation and handle inclination (take out the
adjusting connector and stagger the spline adjustment angle, which may
need to be adjusted several times according to different insertion
positions.)

Close

Disassembly

Spline Stagger
Insert

Faucets installation
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Handle of hot water side

indicating
ring red 

indicating
ring blue 

Inner hex
screw

Handle of cold water side

 Hexagon wrench
 metric 2mm
(not supplied)

(4)Handle installation
     When the cartridge is in a close condition, insert the whole handle part into the valve
     body part first to align with the spline in the valve body part. Under the condition that
     the inserted handle pedestal coinciding with the desk top completely, just screw tight
    the Inner hex screws in the handle pedestal.

Faucets installation

Attention:
1. In installation, be sure to pay attention to the cold and hot water directions. Do not
reverse (When the indicating ring on the handle is red, that side is hot water side and
when it is blue, that side is cold water side).
2. In installation, be sure to pay attention to the open and close directions. Do not
reverse (The anticlockwise direction on the hot water side is for open and the
clockwise direction is for close; the clockwise direction on the cold water side is for
open and the anticlockwise direction is for close).
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(3) Installation of water outlet body
      Press the water outlet body into
      the water supply body and then
      fasten sufficiently the inner
      hex screws on the back of
      the water outlet body. The
       water outlet body directs
      forward and cannot be rotated.

Attention:
     1. A water supply test can be made in this installation condition to inspect if different connecting
     components have water leakage. If no water leakage phenomenon exists, remove the plug
     cover and keep otherwise.
     2. When putting the product through the installation hole under the desk top, if the product fails
     to align with the installation hole position properly, insert into the water supply body through a
     straight brass pipe at the position for a distance from the valve body part to the water supply
     body.

Plug cover (to be removed after there is
no problem with water supply)

Fixing pedestal for water supply body

Fixing pedestal
for valve body

Fixed screw

Cold water side

Fixed
screw

Straight brass pipe
(the distance for
insertion into the
water supply body
is adjustable)

Hot water side

Water outlet body

Inner hex
screw

 Hexagon wrench
 metric 3mm
 (not supplied)

Faucets installation

2) Fixing of water supply body part and valve body part under desk
      Put the connected water supply body part and valve body part through the  installation hole
      perforated beforehand under the desk top and then use the fixing pedestal to fix it onto the desk
      top sufficiently; use a cross screw driver to screw tightly the fixing  screws to fasten the valve
      body part and water supply body part on the desk top so that they cannot swing on the same.
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* 1. Water supply pipe cleaning
Before installing the faucets i t is imperative to clean and wash away the dust, sand grit,
etc. in the water supply pipe.

2. Hole setting
Desk top hole setting

3. Faucet installation
    Before installation, it is imperative to remove the dirt around the installation hole.
    Refer to the figure below for installing the main body. Here is the specific installation
    method:
    (1) Installation of water supply body part and valve body part under desk Remove
    the fixing screws from the valve body parts of the cold and hot water sides and the
    water supply body part. Then connect sufficiently the valve body parts of the cold
    and hot water sides and the water supply body part through non-asbestos gasket
    and screw tightly.

Attention:
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Valve body part
of hot water side

Plug cover
Water supply
body part

Valve body part of cold
water side

Non-asbestos gasket
C

Attention:
In installing the product, keep the valve body of the cold water side, the valve
body of the hot water side and the water outlet body part in the central position 
of the installation hole as practical as possible.

 On the valve body part of the cold water side, a label C is affixed and of the valve
 body part of the hot water side, a label H is affixed.

Faucets installation
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Installation completion figure

Note: The above dimensional unit is mm.
          The dimension in ( ) is
          reference dimension.

TBS02201  *  series
“LN” Bathtub Filler (3hole)
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TBS01201  *   series
“LB” Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Installation completion figure

Note: The above dimensional unit is mm.
 The dimension in ( ) is
 reference dimension.
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Maintenance

Maintenance
To maintain a beautiful appearance of the product for a long time, the user
is requested to conduct maintenance and care in the following method.
1. Wipe with a piece of soft cloth frequently and use a piece of soft cloth
    dipped in water to wipe from time to time.
2. When dirt exists obviously, please use water to wash sufficiently after
    wiping with a neutral detergent.

3.

4.When using in places where frost damage may occur, anti-freezing measures
   must be taken.
   The parts will be damaged due to frost damage, which may cause water
   leakage and property loss. Damages caused by frost damage are repaired
    for a fee even during the warranty period. Please ensure that the ambient
   temperature of the product is always above 0 .

Attentions

Attentions in construction

1.

2.

When using in places where frost damage may occur, anti-freezing measures must  be taken.
1. The parts will be damaged due to frost damage, which may cause  water leakage.
2. Damaged parts caused by frost damage are repaired for a fee even during the  warranty
    period.
3. After the construction is completed or when it is not used for a long  time, prepare to prevent
    sudden drop of temperature and prevent the product from frost damage.
4. Because of the risk of frost damage, please ensure that the ambient  temperature of the
    product is always above 0 .

Anti-freezing measures

With the product design being updated constantly, the physical object may
not coincide with the figure. However, the basic principle for installation, use
is the same.
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1.

2.

Use condition and attentions in construction

Use condition
1. Cold water supply*hot water supply pressure
    Minimum pressure   0.05MPa (flow pressure)
    Maximum pressure  1.0MPa (static pressure)
    Recommended Operating pressure  0.1 0.5MPa (flow pressure)
    Test pressure  1.6MPa (static pressure)
2.The temperature for water supply is 4~90 . It is recommended to use  hot water temperature
    of 60 ,Do not use steam to supply hot water.
3.The ambient temperature for use is above 0 . If the ambient temperature is lower than 0 ,
   the faucets will deform and crack from freezing.
4.Being out of use for a long time may result in internal and external rust to the faucets and
   being unable to be used.
5.If you want to scrap this product, do not treat it as you do for general household garbage.
   Please follow relevant statutes to have it treated, recovered and collected appropriately by an
   independent recovery system.
6.The product in these instructions has a cleaning function.

Warning: it means that ignoring this mark and misoperation may cause serious
personal injury and death.
Attention: it means that ignoring this mark and misoperation may cause personal
injury or property loss.

 Warning

Attentions in construction

Attentions

1. The hot water supply side of the faucets is in a condition of  high
    temperature. Do not allow skin to contact with the hardware surface
    directly. Otherwise, scalding may occur.
2. Do not reverse the cold*hot water pipes. Otherwise scalding may occur.
3. Do not use steam to supply hot water. Otherwise, scalding may occur.

1. Before installation, please ensure the integrity of the product package and the
    completeness of accessories and attachments, etc. first.
2. Do not impact the product. Otherwise, failure, water leakage may occur



Detailed list

Detailed list

Main body of faucets……………………1 set

Water supply body part…………………1 set

Valve body ………………………………2 sets

Handle part………………………………2 sets

Instructions for construction ……………1 copy

Instructions for operation  ………………1 copy

The products using this detailed list include:
TBS01201   * “LB” Bathtub Filler (3hole)
TBS02201   * “LN” Bathtub Filler (3hole)

Containing non-asbestos gasket 2 pieces

Hot water side+Cold water side

Hot water side+Cold water side
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